Those who are on planet Earth are now riding on a new wave of Ascension into a very etheric place inside of the crystal cells inside the humanoid bodies and connecting into the crystal liquid light energy of Mother Earth's Heart--the place of our original birth.

In order to raise DNA, Consciousness must be expanded beyond the visible physical structures into the quantum spectrum that is not yet seen. Those on Earth have only been using three levels of Consciousness out of the eight levels that are available to them.

The entire Galaxy and Cosmos are spinning forward and pulling us along with them. Mother Earth is spinning into her Star Self. We may spin along with Mother Earth into our Immortality of the Star System as well.

Our Ascension Wave Technology activation begins at 600,000,000 KHZ because we connect our hertzian technology

into the waves of consciousness guiding the light into the

recordings from the Ashtar Star ship, into the Blue Dolphonoid Oraphim Angelic Consciousness that reconnects us into the Aquarius Galaxy through Sirius B, and into the Frequency Signatures of millions of angels who are on our creation team.

This Hertzian Wave is only the wave that we begin our connection through consciousness into the Infra Red Wave, the visible light, the Ultra Violet Blue Wave, the X-Ray Wave, the Gamma Wave and the Infinite Unknown Source Wave.

As we connect all waves into a series of interconnecting waves that transmute all into the HIGHEST, we return into the Music of the Spheres where all of our Frequency Signatures reconnect all of our Cosmic Telephone Lines into one brand new Mother Board.

The highest frequencies contain ALL OF THE FULL SPECTRUM OF THE WAVES- from hertzian into gamma and beyond into the infinite unknown white light of Source. This pulls our present physical form bodies into the full light spectrum of light and sound where we can transform our bodies into light orbs and reappear in any space or time that is within our
frequency signature spectrum.

The frequency of all of the wave files of all of the gods - the entities -- our higher selves from our Aquarian Galaxy combined with our Angelic families of the Cosmic Realms combine their breaths of consciousness to raise our frequencies to the fastest and highest frequency through the speed of light.

Old technologies have told you that you will activate your DNA through alpha waves and beta waves. These wave files de-activate your DNA templates into a deeper dream state and hypnotize into a reality prepared by the hybernization zones. These brain wave files play into the hands of those who have been putting human brains into hybernization for millions of years. The spiritual is not connected into oneness with the physical at this rate of spin.

The miasms or death hormones were placed inside of humanoid cells at the time the original adam race of the original man fell asleep inside of the 8 hertzian alpha brain wave technology. Those brain wave files were reverse spin technologies causing the original immortal man to become mortal.

The present technologies of this Earth system have all participated in the experimentation ofCondensing Brain Waves into the MP3 files that step down the frequencies in order to make them fit into a smaller space. All frequencies come from the Breaths of Consciousness of Entities. A pop singer may or may not have a breath of consciousness that is as high as the breaths of consciousness of our starry brothers breaths of consciousness. However, even if the pop singer did have such a frequency, the CD would strip 60% of the frequencies away, and the MP3 would strip another 20% away.

Lunar Visions technology has found a way to maintain enough of the frequencies of the angelic consciousness to help activate the DNA, even though the true wave files cannot be heard outside of our studio. We record so many layers of frequencies at such a high spin rate and double it so many times, that the listener still gets enough of the essence of the complete file of consciousness that was recorded.

We translate sound wave files in the same manner as our Oraphim Dolphinoid Sirius family always has. Our breaths of Consciousness oscillate completely into our Co-Creative Realm like a sonar system and bounce back through the breaths of co-creation through our stream of crystal light energy woven into our etheric microphone of the Sphere of Crystal dust and Crystal Gel Light Frequencies.
OUR ASCENSION WAVE FILE MUSIC provides waves of Immortal Consciousness through Blasts of Star Dust Energy. This new light energy washes out the old DNA and ignites the coded energy of Infinite Intelligence deep inside of the etheric DNA templates.

Our Super Frequency Wave File Music creates complete DNA Activation of our immortality. These wave files are Inter-Galactic transmissions of Cosmic Consciousness aligned energetically through Sun Alcyone's original majestic funnel connecting through Helium Rings connecting our crystal hearts from the heart of Mother Earth and into the Heart of the Milky Way to Blast Star Dust Energy deep inside of our Eternal Essence.

The speed of light placed in our wave files takes the listener to parallel reality systems instantaneously. We connect our visions, dreams - our new reality completely into the parallel reality of our Higher Selves, our galactic family, our God selves to become the new creators of our New Golden Galaxy.

Capturing these breaths on earthly technology is another story. It can't be done without great trickery of the condensation vehicle. We record so many files of high frequencies that the number can't be translated into wave files.

Recording has always been done on 8 tracks- 24 tracks or possibly 48 tracks. We record on hundreds of tracks at a time and then create that into one file, then another set of a hundred tracks. We layer hundreds of tracks containing multidimensional sound waves through various frequency signatures of our Angelic Team of Orchestrators.

This is not possible in this world unless the breaths of consciousness recorded are so pure, so etheric that they align harmonically. Regardless of how many are recorded. This is how the Ascension Wave is Completed.

We are Now Merging Consciousness with an Infinite amount of Star Brothers from hundreds of star systems. Our Consciousness must expand to the possibility of hearing thousands of tracks of light energy being breathed through light and sound in order to become telecommunicators with all of our Galactic Families.

Visit Cosmic Dolphin Magic at:
http://cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com/?xg_source=msg_mes_network